Seamlessly Integrate Live and Recorded Video, Television and School News into K–12 Digital Learning Environments

*Minimizes the need for on-prem hardware*
Easily broadcast school news and live events over your network

Offering seamless LDAP integration, the SAFARI Montage user-friendly, server-based system enables schools to capture live streams, distribute recorded streams and leverage mobile devices for recording. Customizable to meet each school/district’s unique needs.

HARDWARE & SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

- SAFARI Montage Mobile Broadcast Carts
- SAFARI Montage Server
- SAFARI Montage Network-DVR Server
- SAFARI Montage Digital Encoders
- IPTV License: Yearly subscription allows for the management of live TV & camera streams, the ability to schedule, record and store live streams and disseminate recordings

Optional:

- Universal Live Broadcaster (ULB): Live streaming on mobile devices, no plug-ins, HTML5 compatible
- Automated Video Captioning Tool: Add real-time captioning to live streams

ADA Compliant Video Captioning

SAFARI Montage offers an integrated ADA compliance solution that enables schools to add closed captioning to live or recorded streams.

SAFARI Montage Mobile Broadcast Cart

Broadcast live or pre-recorded streams from virtually any location with these self-contained TV studios on wheels. Produce high definition school news from anywhere. Customizable to meet each school/district’s needs.
Centrally manage streaming media resources and deliver digital TV to classrooms

- Select available programming via an integrated Channel Guide
- Ensure only appropriate content reaches classrooms
- Effectively manage bandwidth consumption for video resources
- Ease of use and sharing of resources
- Capture digital TV programs, school news, classroom lessons and more for future viewing
- Cost effective, digital rights management, centrally controlled

**HARDWARE & SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS**

- SAFARI Montage Digital Encoders
- SAFARI Montage Network-DVR Server
- SAFARI Montage Server
- IPTV License: Yearly subscription allows for management of streams, ability to record TV channels and access to Channel Guide

**Optional:**

- Universal Live Broadcaster
- Automated Video Captioning Tool: Add ADA compliant video captioning to live or recorded streams

**Universal Live Broadcaster (ULB)**

The ULB eliminates the need for plug-ins to view live steams, increasing the reach of live streaming to support mobile devices and HTML5-only desktop browsers. It empowers districts to live stream to any device, anywhere—both internally and to the public via the Internet.

Supports up to 10 streams in native resolution up to 1080p and serves up to 750 unique client viewers. A cost-effective Single Stream ULB option is also available to support single-stream live broadcasting in native resolution up to 1080p.
DIGITAL SIGNAGE

A versatile, digital video signage solution for delivering live or recorded streams for display in common areas

- Schedule and push content to all signs
- Budget-friendly entry into basic signage for K–12 schools
- Controllable from one interface, easy to use, customizable options
- Can be used in multiple locations
- Emergency management capabilities via all-call feature

HARDWARE & SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
- SAFARI Montage Endpoint
- SAFARI Montage Server
- Pathways SM License for device control and all-call feature

CLASSROOM PORTAL

A simple, clean portal providing teachers with a one-stop location to access live and recorded district video resources.

SUPPORTS ACCESS TO:
- Live and Recorded Daily School News
- Live TV and Channel Guide
- Live Sporting Events and Assemblies
- Principal’s and Superintendent’s Updates
- Lunch Menus (via Digital Signage)

PLUS:
- Ability to switch between display of Teacher’s PC, Laptop or Tablet
- Centralized Push of Live & Recorded School News to Entire District or Select School/s or Room/s

HARDWARE & SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
- SAFARI Montage District Server with v7.5+
- SAFARI Montage G1615 Endpoint(s) (or Endpoint Software placed on approved District Hardware)
- Classroom Portal Annual License per Endpoint
- IPTV Annual License (Includes Channel Guide)

Contact us to learn more or schedule a free demo:
800.843.4549 • SAFARIMONTAGE.COM • P.O. BOX 680, CONSHOHOCHEEKN, PA 19428
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